Security Solutions
FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
BranchServ provides a single point-of-contact for all of your
physical and electronic security needs by leveraging a comprehensive network of suppliers, benchmarking with the most
advanced technologies, and ensuring complete integration. We
deliver solutions that are custom configured to each project,
and our installations carry a best-in-industry guarantee. But
it doesn’t end there. BranchServ pioneered the concept of
customized site service, and our stellar response times and
completion rates support our leadership in client satisfaction.

True integration of ALL
physical and electronic
security equipment is essential to the total success
of your security program.
Begin by ensuring that electronic security elements including video surveillance,
intrusion alarm and access
control are tied together to
optimize protection.

Asset Protection To ensure secure containment of cash and other valuables.
BranchServ offers lockers, safes, vaults and safe deposit boxes
as part of our Asset Protection Program. These components work
together to guard against both internal theft and robbery.
■

Lockers Heavy-gauge
modular cabinets and
lockers are custom
configured to complement the facility
aesthetic without
compromising security
and functionality.

■

Modular Vaults Technologically advanced and fully
customized modular vault
systems are UL rated and
compliant with the security
requirements mandated by
various industries.

■

Safes High-security
standard and custom-sized
safes with TL-15, TL-30 or
TR/TL 30x6 ratings,
available in steel plate
or composite.

■

Safe Deposit Boxes
Well-made, high-security
safe deposit boxes that
optimize available space.

■ ■ ■ ■

Brands Include:

Branch Transaction Security To ensure that all customer transactions are secure.
■

■

Undercounter Steel
Modular cabinets and
pedestals complement
the facility aesthetic
without compromising
security and
functionality.

BranchFormation with cash recyclers, ATMs and New Branch
Solutions will engage your customers via technological innovation
and optimal convenience. This cash automation initiative also
supports cost reduction at the teller line and a focus on higher
margin financial products to improve the bottom line.

■

After Hours Depositories
Optimal deposit protection
without sacrificing user
friendliness - maximizes
convenience for customers.
Customized to accommodate site requirements.

■

ATM and Lobby Security
The BranchServ ASD
(Anti-Skimming Device)
is a revolutionary and

■ ■ ■ ■

Brands Include:

cost-effective solution to
prevent skimming at
ATM vestibule point-ofentry card readers. The
ATMScreamer is an innovative response to ATM theft
and vandalism. And bullet
resistant products,
including portals, ensure
customer and employee
safety.

Drive-up security To ensure that customers have an optimal banking experience, even when on the run.
BranchServ offers a comprehensive
suite of Drive-up Components including
audio/video, bullet-resistant glass, deal/
transaction drawers and pneumatic systems. All work in tandem to create a safe
and efficient drive-up system.

■ ■ ■ ■

Brands Include:

Commercial Accounts
Video Surveillance To facilitate early detection of potential dangers and rapid intervention to minimize damage.
BranchServ offers video surveillance equipment including
cameras, NVRs and DVRS that provide benefits like:
■

Theft prevention

Heightened Levels
		of Employee/
		Customer Safety
■

Internal Dispute
		 Resolution
■

Improved Employee
		Productivity
■

■

Visual Evidence

■

Remote Capabilities

■ ■ ■ ■

Brands Include:

BranchServ utilizes open architecture to enhance any video
network, leveraging your current equipment and complementing it with improvements to make your video surveillance work
harder for you. We analyze your infrastructure and develop
a hybrid solution that will support system wide broadcast and
browser access. Configuration is customized to meet the needs
of your facility with an eye to ROI, security/IT convergence,
long-term storage limitations and band-width demands.
Remote viewing and searching is facilitated and export ability
is supported.

Intrusion Alarm Systems To summon response and intervention: the very heart of after-hours security.
BranchServ offers fully customized intrusion alarm systems
to meet your specific needs, with consideration for:
■

Cost Management

■

Industry Regulations

■

Interdepartmental
Issues

■

Reliability

The company’s equipment
offerings are complemented
by the availability of external monitoring service via a

■ ■ ■ ■

Brands Include:

central station. This ensures
that alarms are filtered
for false activations and
emergencies are responded
to with expedience.

Access Control To monitor and restrict access to your facilities and areas within.
BranchServ customizes access control solutions
that provide a number of benefits including:
■

Threat Deterrence

■

Cost Management

■

Convenience

■

Flexibility

■

Reduced Liability

■

Customized restrictions

■

Automation systems that
can lock/unlock doors or
gates at specified intervals

■

An audit trail that provides
a time and date stamped
record of every opening or
attempted opening

■

Remote access capabilities

■ ■ ■ ■

Brands Include:

When It Comes To Security,
We Have Everything You Need.
BranchServ, a division of CustomVault, is a leading independent provider of Comprehensive Physical and Electronic
Security Equipment and Service Solutions. In addition to
building a comprehensive product portfolio, BranchServ
strives to achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction
in the industry. Its outstanding service levels and delivery
of stellar site metrics have enhanced BranchServ clients’
ability to increase efficiencies, reduce costs and ensure
optimal end-customer banking experiences.

Contact BranchServ Today for More Information. Call 800.215.0361, or Visit www.branchserv.com.

